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1. Introduction. The concepts with which this paper is concerned are of

considerable significance in topology and occur in some form in many other

branches of mathematics. Coherence is a sort of connectedness and comprises

the association together of a set of things in some concrete relationship which

persists in the face of other admissible elements or sets or forces which may

be present. Saturation is meant to embody the concept of a set being as large

or as full as possible without losing certain essential properties with which the

set is endowed. This includes various sorts of maximal sets and, by contrast,

is related to minimal sets.

Connectedness itself represents one of the strongest types of cohesion.

For if a set M is connected, it holds together irrespective of other elements

present in the sense that however it be broken into two non-empty subsets

Mi and M2, one of them will contain a point or a limit point of the other.

Also, a component C of a given set K is a subset which is saturated in K rela-

tive to the property of being connected, that is, C has this property but if

anything is added to C in K, the property of connectedness is lost. Similarly,

a cyclic element E of a locally connected continuum M is a set saturated in M

relative to the property of being connected and having no cut point, that is,

E has these properties, but if anything is added to E, at least one of the prop-

erties will be lost.

More specifically, the background for the kind of collections of sets I

shall deal with is to be found in the notion of a so-called non-separated collec-

tion of subsets of a connected metric space M, together with the associated

non-alternating transformations generated by such collections, that is, collec-

tions G of subsets of M which do not separate each other in M so that if X, Y

belong to G, then we cannot separate M — X into two separated sets each

of which contains a point of Y. These ideas were developed in papers pub-

lished in 1930 and 1934 respectively [l, 2](1) and since then have been

broadened and extended in several different directions by Hall and Schweigert

[3], Wardwell [4], Wallace [5], White [6] and several others.

The main objective of the present paper will be to develop a general the-

ory of coherence and saturation of collections of subsets of a connected sepa-

rable metric space M which embraces many of the previous studies; and to

show how in a very general setting such collections can be made to generate a
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complete upper semi-continuous decomposition of the space M and thus in

turn generate a mapping on M of a particularly useful nature which will be

non-alternating in a sense corresponding to the degree of coherence of the

given collection.

2. Definitions. Setting. Our considerations will be confined to a separable

metric space designated by M; G will denote an arbitrary collection of sub-

sets of M; and a will stand for one of the numbers 1, 2, • ■ • , co, No, c. The

latter numbers are all cardinals except w, which is a symbol inserted to stand

for an arbitrary finite cardinal. Thus in what follows the case a =os is to be

interpreted as meaning that the sets referred to are finite in all cases although

they may have a varying number of elements.

A closed set which is the sum of not more than a elements of G will be

called an F(G, a).

If x, y(E.M, x is said to be (G, a)-conjugate to y, written x(G, <x)y, provided

that no F(G, a) separates x and y in M.

A collection G' of subsets of M is said to be: (a) (G, a)-coherent provided

x> yGg'GG' implies x(G, a)y; (b) (G, a)-saturated provided that for xGg'GG',

x{G, a)y implies yGg'; (c) (G, a)-determined provided that for xGg'GG',

x(G, <x)y is equivalent to yGg'.

To illustrate, let M be the set 1 = p ^2 in a plane with polar coordinates.

Let G' denote the collection of sets d = 2trt, l=p = 2for0^<^l, and let G

be the subcollection of G' corresponding to rational t. Then for a = 2, both G

and G' are (G, a)-determined [and thus (G, a)-coherent and (G, a)-satu-

rated, since clearly these two together are the same as (G, a)-determined].

For a = l, these sets are not saturated, though of course they are coherent.

On the other hand, if G' is the collection of sets p=s for 1^5 = 2 and G is the

subcollection corresponding to rational s, then for a = 1 both G and G' are

(G, a)-determined.

It may be remarked that if a<ß, (G, a)-saturation implies (G, ^-satura-

tion and (G, j8)-coherence implies (G, a)-coherence for any G. Also if G2DG1,

(Gi, a)-saturation implies (G2, a)-saturation and (G2, a)-coherence implies

(Gi, a)-coherence for any a.

3. Basic properties. We proceed with the development of the fundamen-

tal properties associated with these notions.

(3.1) Theorem. If G is (G, a)-saturated, (G, a)-conjugacy is an equivalence

relation.

For obviously x(G, a)x for any x^LM and x(G, a)y implies y(G, tx)x for

x, y(E.M. Further, x(G, a)y and y(G, a)z give x(G, a)z. For if x not (G, a)z,

there is an F(G, a) set F and a separation

M — F = Mx + MM,     x G Mx,     z G Mt.

Now by our assumptions, y can be in neither Mx nor M, and hence must be
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in F. But this gives y£gCF, where g£G; and this is impossible since by

(G, a;)-saturation, g would have to contain both x and z. This completes the

proof.

(3.11) Corollary. Any (G, a)-saturated collection G in M generates

uniquely a collection G' of disjoint sets filling up M and which is (G, ^-deter-

mined.

(3.2) Theorem. The elements of any (G, a)-determined collection G' in M

are disjoint closed sets.

For let g'GG', y£Af—g' and #£g'. Then x not (G, a)y gives an F(G, a)

set F and a separation

M — F = Mx + Mv,     MXD x,     MVD y.

(G, a)-coherence of G' gives g'C.Mx+F so that y is not a limit point of g'.

Accordingly g' is closed. Further, any element g" of G' containing y could

not contain x; and since * £g' was arbitrary, this gives g'-g" = 0.

(3.21) Corollary. // G is (G, a)-saturated, the unique decomposition G' of

M generated by G [see (3.11)] is a decomposition into disjoint closed sets. Fur-

ther, if in addition G is (G, a)-coherent, G will be a subcollection of G'.

(3.3) Theorem. If M is compact, any (G, a)-determined collection G' in M

is upper semi-continuous [7].

For let gi, g{, gl, • • ' be a convergent sequence of elements of G' with

limit set L which contains a point x of an element g' of G' and suppose there

were a point y£Z,— L g'. By hypothesis there would exist an F(G, a) set F

and a separation

M -F = Mx+ My,     xGMx, yGMy.

But since Mx and Mv are open and each intersects L, for some n we would

have

gi-M, A 0 A gJ'My,

contrary to the (G, a)-coherence of G'.

(3.31) Corollary. If M is compact, any (G, a)-saturated collection Gin M

generates uniquely a (G, a)-determined upper semi-continuous decomposition G'

ofM.

Note. The elements of G' are therefore disjoint closed sets and G' is

(G, a)-determined.

(3.4) Theorem. If M is compact and «4-«=«, the elements of any (G, a)-

determined collection G' in M such that g-g'AO implies gDg' or gCg' where

gGG, g'GG' are continua.
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For let X£G'. If X is not connected there exists an open set U such that

U-X A 0 A (M - U)-X, F(U)-X=0,

where F{U) denotes the boundary U—U of U. Let x^lUX. For each

y£F(/7), there exists an F(G, a) set E(y) and a separation

M - F{y) = M(x) + M(y),      x £ M(x),      y £ ilf(y).

Since the sets M(y) are open, there exists a finite set yi, y2, • • • • , y* in F( £/)

such that zZ\M{yi)DF(U). Let V=U-JSLM{xi). Then since for each i,
yi-X = x-E(y,)=0, it follows by the intersection condition on the g and g'

that X-YZF(yi)=0. Furthermore since F(F)CZ)i£(y.), it follows that
2~L*F(yi) = F separates x and (M— U)-X. But since a+a=a, Fis an F(G, a)

and this contradicts the (G, a)-coherence of G'.

Note. Without the intersection condition on the g and g' this result does

not hold. For let M be an interval ab, G= {x+o} + {x+6} for all *£a&

— (a+b), and let G' consist of the single element a+b. Then G' is (G, a)-

determined but of course its one element is not connected.

(3.41) Corollary. If M is compact, a+a=a, G' is (G, a)-determined and

there exists a collection H of disjoint sets in M having both G and G' as sub-

collections (in particular,if G'Z^G or if' GZ)G' and the elements of G are disjoint),

then the elements of G' are continua.

(3.5) Theorem. Let G be any (G, a)-determined collection of sets in a con-

tinuum M, where a = u, 0 or c. The decomposition G' of M generated by G is a

decomposition into continua and G'DG so that the elements of G are necessarily

continua. Thus also G' is (G', a)-determined.

(3.6) Theorem. If G' is (G, a)-determined, it is (G', \)-coherent.

For if not, there exist two elements X and Y of G' and a separation

M - X = M j 4- Mt,     Mi D yi £ Y,     MOy2G F.

Since G' is (G, a)-saturated, there exists an F(G, a) set Fand a separation

M - F = M(x) 4- M(y2),      M(x) D x £ X,      M(y2) D y2.

But this gives the separation M— F=(Mi + M(x)) + (M2-M(y2)) with

yiE(Mi+M(x)), y2£M2-M(y2) because X-X-FCM(x). This contradicts

the (G, a)-coherence of G'.

(3.61) Corollary. If G is (G, \)-saturated, the decomposition G' of M gen-

erated by G is (G', I)-determined.

Example. For a =4, the collection G' generated by a (G, ^-determined collec-

tion G in a continuum M may fail to be (G', 4)-coherent [although it must be

(G, 4)-coherent, of course].
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For let M consist of 4 arcs axjb, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, joining two points a and b

and otherwise disjoint, together with 8 arcs ax( and x-b, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, intersect-

ing each other and the arcs axj) only in their indicated end points. Let G be

the collection of all individual points of M — (a-\-b-]-Xi-\-X2-\-Xs-\-Xi). Then G

is (G, 4)-determined; but the decomposition G' generated by G has the addi-

tional elements a-\-b, X\, x2, x3, and Xi and clearly the sum of the last 4

elements separates a and b in 74F.

4. The case a=l. The result just established suggests other important

consequences in case the separation involved in our study is effected by a

single element of the collection. Even though in this case a+a is surely not

equal to a, nevertheless it will be shown that the elements of a (G, a)-deter-

mined decomposition G' of a continuum M will be continua provided the ele-

ments of G are continua.

(4.1) Lemma. Let Mbea continuum and suppose G is a collection of disjoint

subcontinua of M. For any p(E.M, the set Mp of allq^M such that no element of

G separates p and q in M is a continuum.

Proof. For any x£M— Mp there exists an J£G and a separation

M - X = MP(X) 4- M(X),  where  MP{X) D p,   M(X) D x.

Since the sets [M(X)], x^M— Mp, are open, a countable collection [M(X,-)]

of them covers M—Mp.

Let iVi = M — M(Xi) and let F2 be the first member of the sequence

X^ Xz, • • • which is in Nx. Then N2 = A7! — Ni • M(F2) is a continuum, be-

cause Ni is a continuum and

iVi - F2 = AV W2) -f NvMp(Yt)

is a separation. Let F3 be the first element of [Xi] after F2 satisfying Y3CZN2.

Again N3 = N2 — N2 - M(Y3) is a continuum. Continuing in this way we obtain

a sequence of continua AriDA72DA73D • ■ • such that

II Ni = M - X) M(Yi), where Fj = Xu
x 1

Now let Xn be any set of [Xt] not in [Yi]. For some least k we have

XnC M{ Yk); and since Mp(Xn)+XnDMp( YK) 4- F*, we have M(Xn)CM( Yk).
Therefore

zZMiY,)=zZM(Xi),
1 1

and
00 00

M - zZ M(Xi) « II tfi - p-
1 1

Accordingly, ikfp is a continuum.
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Note. If M is just connected and not compact, Mp may be disconnected.

For let M be the graph of y = sin (1/*) for — 1 = x = 1, xAO, together with the

points p = (0, 0) and q = (0, 1), and let G be the collection of single points of

M-(p+q). Then Mp=p+q.

(4.2) Theorem. // M and the elements of G are continua and G is (G, 1)-

saturated, the elements of the upper semi-continuous decomposition G' generated

by G are continua. Further, G'Z)G and G' is (G', \)-determined.

Since by (3.1), (G, l)-conjugacy is an equivalence relation it follows that

the decomposition G' of M generated uniquely by G as in (3.11) is identical

with the decomposition of M into distinct sets Mp as defined in (4.1). Accord-

ingly, the elements of G' are continua. Since the elements of G are continua,

G is surely (G, Incoherent and hence by (3.21), G'DG. Finally, that G' is

(G', l)-determined follows directly from (3.6), because G' is (G, ^-deter-

mined.

5. Generation of decompositions. The results established in the preceding

two sections lead at once to the following principal theorem concerning the

generation of a decomposition in a continuum by a given collection of sets.

(5.1) Theorem. Any (G, a)-determined collection G in a continuum M

generates uniquely an upper semi-continuous decomposition G' of M containing

G which is (G, a)-determined and (G', l)-coherent. For a =u, N o or c the elements

of G' are necessarily continua, while for a = 1 this is true provided the elements of

G are continua.

Proof. Application of (3.11) and (3.21) gives the decomposition G' so that

G'DG and G' is (G, a)-determined. Since M is compact, it follows by (3.3)

that G' is upper semi-continuous. By (3.6), G' is (G't Incoherent. The final

sentence in our theorem is a direct consequence of (3.5) and (4.2).

Note. For other values of a, the last statement in the above theorem need

not hold. For if A4" is a 0-curve consisting of three arcs axb, ayb, and azb and G

is the collection of all individual points of M— (a+b), G is (G, 2)-determined

but a-\-b is an element of the decomposition G' of M generated by G. A simi-

lar example could be given for a any integer greater than 2.

As a sort of converse, valid in any separable metric space M, we have

(5.2) Theorem. Any upper semi-continuous decomposition G of Mis (G, c)-

saturaled.

To prove this we have only to take, for any g£G and p(E.M—g, an open

set U about g not containing p, let Z70 be the sum of all elements of G lying

wholly in U, let V be an open set satisfying gC FC FC U0, and finally let F

be the sum of all elements of G intersecting F(V). Then since FC Uo we have

PC UoCZUso that clearly Fseparates g and p. Further, upper semi-continuity

of G yields the fact that F is closed. For M — F consists of exactly the collec-
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tion of all elements of G lying entirely in the open set M — F(V). Accordingly

M— F is open and F is closed. Finally, by definition F is the sum of a collection

of (surely not more than c) elements of G.

By similar reasoning we readily obtain

(5.3) If M is regular or rational (that is, each point contained in arbitrary

small neighborhoods with finite or countable boundaries, respectively), any

upper semi-continuous decomposition G of M is (G, u)-saturated or (G, No)-

saturated respectively.

6. Equivalence of collections. Two collections Gi and G2 of subsets of M

will be called a-equivalent provided that (Gi, a)-conjugacy and (G2, a)-con-

jugacy are identical for all pairs x, y(£M, that is, provided x(Gi, a)y implies

x(G2, a)y and conversely for all x, y£ M. For example, if M is the real number

system, any two dense sets of single points in JIFare a-equivalent for all a.

If Gi and G2 are (Gi, a)-saturated and (G2, a)-saturated respectively, it is

clear that Gi and G2 will be a-equivalent if and only if they generate one and

the same decomposition G' of M. Also, if Gi and G2 are (Gi, a)-determined

and (G2, a)-determined respectively and Gi and G2 are a-equivalent, then by

(3.21) both Gi and G2 are subcollections of this common decomposition G'

öf M.

(6.1) If Gi is (Gi, a)-determined and G2 is any subcollection of Gi which is

a-equivalent to G\, then G2 is (G2, a)-determined.

Since G2CGi it follows that G2 is (Gi, a)-determined and thus is (G2, a)-

coherent because (Gi, a)-coherency implies (G2, a)-coherency. To see that G2

is (G2, a)-saturated, let xG^GGj and suppose x(G2, a)y. Then by a-equiva-

lence of Gi and G2, we have x(Gi, a)y; and by (Gi, a)-saturation of G2, this in

turn implies yGX.

For convenience of reference and for completeness, we state next a result

proven in an earlier paper [l ].

(6.2) Theorem. If M is connected, any (G, l)-coherent collection G of dis-

joint cuttings of M contains a subcollection Q which is (Q, 1 )-determined and such

that G — Q is countable. Further, every element X of Q is a closed set, cuts M

irreducibly into just two components, and is of potential order 2 in M relative to Q.

(6.3) Theorem. If M is connected, any (G, \)-coherent collection G of dis-

joint cuttings of M contains a countable subcollection H which is 1-equivalent to G.

Proof. Obviously we need only consider the case where G is uncountable.

Let Q be the subcollection of G given by (6.2). Let P=2i°£» be a countable

set dense in M; and for any pair of points pi, pjoiP such that some element

of G separates pi and p, in M, let G,-3- be the set of all such elements if this set

is countable and be a countable set of such elements whose sum is dense in
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the sum of all such elements otherwise. Let H consist of all elements of all

such dj thus chosen, together with all elements in the collection G — Q. Then

clearly H is a countable subcollection of G.

To show that H is 1-equivalent to G, let a, b(E.M and suppose some ele-

ment g of G separates a and b in M. If gG-ff, there is nothing to prove. Other-

wise, g£Q; and since then g is of potential order 2 relative to Q, there exist

elements X and Y of Q and a separation

M - X -Y = Ma(X) + Mb(X)-Ma(Y) + Mb(Y),

where Ma(X) ■ Mb(Y) =0, Mb(X) ■ Ma(Y)Dg, Ma(X)Da, Mb(Y)Ob. There
exist integers i and j such that pi£Ma(X), pj(z.Mb(Y). Then by definition

of dj, some element Z of G,y lies in the open set Mb(X) ■ Ma( Y). This gives

Z£H, and since Ma(Z)DMa(X)Da+pi, Mb(Z)DMb(Y)Db+pj, where
M—Z = Ma(Z)-\- Mb(Z) is the separation generated by Z, Z separates a

and b. Thus a(i7, 1)£> implies a(G, l)b and, as the converse is obvious, the

proof is complete.

(6.31) Corollary. Any (G, l)-determined collection G of cuttings of a con-

nected set M contains a countable (H, \)-determined subcollection H which is

l-equivalent to G.

For by (6.1) any subcollection H of G which is l-equivalent to G is (II, 1)-

determined. Hence we have only to apply (6.3).

Known results [8] concerning local separating continua of a continuum M

(that is, continua K in M such that for some neighborhood U of K in M there

exists a separation of U — K between two points of the component of U con-

taining K) yield at once:

(6.4) Theorem. .4 ray uncountable collection G of disjoint local separating

continua of a continuum M contains a (Q, 2)-determined subcollection Q such

that G — Q is countable. Further, each element of Q is of potential order 2 in M

relative to Q.

7. Existence theorems. It results at once from (5.2) that there always

exist (G, c)-determined collections in any separable metric space. Indeed it

is only necessary to let G be the collection of all individual points of M to

obtain one example. For then clearly G is (G, Incoherent and upper semi-

continuous. However for other values of a, the existence question does not

lend itself to such simple handling. Our results in this connection are limited

to locally connected sets M.

Since by an earlier theorem [l], any connected and locally connected set

Malways contains an uncountable (G, Incoherent collection of cuttings of M,

this fact together with (6.2) and (6.3) yields the following theorem.

(7.1) Theorem. If M is connected and locally connected, there exists a (G, 1)-
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determined collection G of subsets of M. Further, G can be chosen either countable

or uncountable.

(7.2) Theorem. If M is a locally connected continuum and F is any finite

collection of disjoint subcontinua of M, there exists a (G, u)-determined collection

G of disjoint continua in M containing F.

We first prove:

(*) If F' is any finite collection of disjoint continua in M with sum A and

t>0is arbitrary, there exists a finite collection F" of disjoint continua in M—A

such that if X£F' and p£M— Vt(X), then p and X are separated in M by

some subcollection of F".

To prove (*), let XE.F' and <r, 5 <e be so chosen that S <<r, V3<r(X) ■ (A-X)

= 0. By local connectedness of M, there are only a finite number of compo-

nents of VC(X)— Vi(X) which contain boundary points of Vi(X). Let Fi' be

the collection of these components and let F" be the collection obtained by

adding together all the elements of the Fi' for all elements X of F'. Then

clearly F" satisfies all the conditions in (*).

Now to prove our theorem, take F for F' and 1 for e and apply (*), ob-

taining a collection Fi for F". Then take F+Fi for F', 1/2 for e and apply (*),

obtaining a collection F2 for F". Next take F+Fi+F2 for F', 1/3 for e and

again apply (*) obtaining F3 for F", and so on indefinitely. Finally, let G de-

note the collection F=2~1?F"- Then G is a collection of disjoint subcontinua

of M. To show that G is (G, «)-saturated, let XQ.G and p^M—X. Then for n

sufficiently large we have X^F+zZlFi and \/n<p{p, X). Accordingly,
contains a set of elements separating X and p in M. Obviously G is (G, co)-

coherent and thus our proof is complete.

By essentially the same method the following result of greater generality

is readily proven.

(7.3) Theorem. If M is a locally connected continuum and F is any closed

subset of M, there exists a(G, w)-determined collection G of disjoint continua in M

such that each component of F is an element of G.

To see this we note first that, for any e>0, we can find a finite number

of components Xi, X2, • • • , Xk of F and the same number of open sets

Ui, Ui, ■ ■ ■ , Uk such that Z<C17,C Vt(Xi) for each *, F<-F3 = 0 for iAj,
and FCZ*^«- Then for each i we choose an open set F,- such that F- UiQ F,-

CZVidUi, let Wi be the (finite) collection of components of {/<— F< which

contain points of both F(Z7.) and F(F<) and let W=2^iWi. Then for any

component X of F and any p(EM— V,(X), p and X are separated in M by

some (finite) subcollection of W. Thus we obtain a lemma essentially the same

as (*) in the proof of (7.2); and if used in the same way, it yields our theorem.

By (5.1), the upper semi-continuous decomposition G' of M generated by
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the collection G in (7.2) or (7.3) is (G't w)-determined and is a decomposition

into continua. Thus we have the following extension of a theorem of Roberts

[9] and Moore [10].

(7.4) If M is a locally connected continuum there exists a (G', co)-determined

upper semi-continuous decomposition G' of M into continua which contains as

elements any given finite number of disjoint subcontinua of M or indeed the com-

ponents of any given closed subset of M.

In particular, any given finite number of points or the points in any given

totally disconnected closed set in M can be included as elements in such a

decomposition G'.

8. Mapping theorems. Since any upper semi-continuous decomposition of

a space M generates a continuous mapping on M and since we have seen that

(G, a)-determined collections generate such decompositions, clearly it follows

that the resulting mappings are completely generated by the original collec-

tions. Thus from (5.1) we have the following theorem.

(8.1) Theorem. Any (G, a)-determined collection G in a continuum M gen-

erates uniquely a non-alternating transformation f(M) = M'. For a = «, No or c,

f is monotone, while for a = 1 this is true provided the elements of G are continua.

It may be recalled that a continuous transformation/(yl) =73 is (a) mono-

tone provided/_1(y) is a continuum for each y£73, (b) non-alternating pro-

vided that for x, y(EB, no two points of/_1(*) are separated in A by/-1(y).

Thus the conclusion in (8.1) that / is non-alternating is equivalent to the

fact that the decomposition G' of M generated by G is (£?', Incoherent and

the latter is given by (5.1).
The structure of the image space M' depends on that of M, on a and also

on the relation of the elements of G to the space M. In general it can be said

that for a = 1, the image space M' will always be a dendrite, because any two

points of M' are separated by a third point. Similarly for a = 2, M' will be a

boundary curve (that is, a locally connected continuum every true cyclic ele-

ment of which is a simple closed curve) because any two points of M' are

separated by a pair of points. For similar reasons the case a = w will yield a

regular curve for M' and a = No yields a rational curve for M'.

(8.2) Theorem. In order that a continuum M be mappable onto an interval

by a monotone transformation it is necessary and sufficient that it contain an un-

countable collection of disjoint connected cuttings.

To prove the sufficiency we note that under our hypothesis it follows by

(6.2) that M contains a (Q, l)-determined collection of cuttings each of which

is a continuum. Hence the mapping f(M) = M' generated by Q under (8.1)

is monotone and M' is a dendrite. Since M' can be monotone retracted into

any simple arc in M', clearly there exists a monotone mapping g(M') =1 where
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I is an interval. Then gf{M) =1 is our required monotone mapping.

On the other hand, if f(M)=I=(a, b) is monotone, the collection

[/-1foO], a<y<b, is an uncountable collection of disjoint continua each of

which cuts M.

(8.3) Theorem. In order that a continuum M be mappable onto a circle by a

monotone transformation it is necessary and sufficient that M contain an un-

countable collection of disjoint local separating continua no one of which cuts M.

For if M contains such a collection G, by a previous theorem [8] there

exist elements A and B of G, an uncountable subcollection Gi of G, and a di-

vision of M into two continua H and K such that H-K= A +B, every element

of Gi lies in H and separates A and B in H, and if p^H— {A +B) there are

uncountably many elements of Gi each of which separates p and A in H and

also uncountably many each separating p and B in H. By (6.2), Gi, considered

as a collection in H, contains a (Q, l)-determined subcollection Q such that

G\ — Q is countable. By (5.1), Q generates an upper semi-continuous decom-

position G' of H into continua such that GiCG'. Clearly A and B are ele-

ments of G'. Now let Q' be the decomposition of M into the set K together

with all elements of G' except A and B. Clearly Q' is upper semicontinuous

and the associated transformation f(M) = M' is monotone. Since Q' is (Q', 2)-

determined in M, M' is a boundary curve. Further, since no element X of

Gi cuts M and hence f(X) is a non-cut point of M', and also a non-end point

of M' for each X^LM', M' has a true cyclic element, say C. Then if r(M') = C

is the monotone retraction of M onto C, rf(M) = C is a monotone mapping;

and as C is a simple closed curve, clearly this establishes our conclusion.

On the other hand, if f(M) = C is monotone, where C is a simple closed

curve, [/-1(y)], y£C, gives the required collection of local separating con-

tinua of M.

From (7.4) we have at once (compare Roberts [9] and Moore [10]) the

following theorem.

(8.4) Theorem. If Fis any closed subset of a locally connected continuum M,

there exists a monotone mapping f(M) =K of M into a regular curve K such that

each component C of F maps into a single point yQ.K and C=/-1(y).

Referring back to (8.2) and (8.3) we note in conclusion that if a continuum

M contains no uncountable collection of disjoint non-degenerate subcontinua,

the collections mentioned in these theorems must reduce essentially to un-

countable sets of cut points and local separating points respectively. Hence

in particular we have the following theorem.

(8.5) Theorem. In order that a rational continuum M be monotone mappable

onto the interval (circle) it is necessary and sufficient that it have uncountably

many cut points (local separating points which are non-cut points).
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